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The Challenges
All device, all network protection

Preventing conventional threats and zeroday attacks from targeting enterprise 
endpoints through web, email, or USB, whether they are on or off the corporate 
network, is key to any enterprise defense.

Real-time threat intelligence

Organizations need real-time intelligence on novel threats targeting their 
endpoints. On seeing an attack for the first time, security teams need to 
understand the attack and block it using all of their network and endpoint 
controls. Existing technologies, however, support no such real-time security 
insights and remediation.

Risk assessment and mitigation

On receiving threat intelligence for a new attack, enterprises need to identify 
existing assets which may be compromised and quickly remediate them. Current 
security and management infrastructure does not provide a high-reliability, 
automated mechanism to perform this critical function.

Bromium Secure 
Platform and 
ForeScout CounterACT 
Integration 
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Key solution benefits 

PREVENT ZERO-DAY ATTACKS 
Prevent zero-day attacks and any 
threats missed by the conventional 
security stack from targeting 
enterprise endpoints via web, email, 
or USB, on and off corporate networks

LEARN MALWARE INTENT 
Automate real-time threat 
intelligence for unknown 
attacks targeting end users with 
comprehensive attack kill-chain data

IDENTIFY COMPROMISED ASSETS 
Leverage Bromium indicators of 
attack and indicators of compromise 
to identify already compromised 
assets within the enterprise, plus new 
infected assets joining the network

AUTO REMEDIATION 
& COMPLIANCE
Automate malware removal from 
previously infected endpoints and 
ensure network access control 
(NAC) policy compliance
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Protecting Enterprise Endpoints
from New and Targeted Attacks 
The Bromium® Secure Platform plus Forescout CounterACT solution protects 
enterprises from zero-day attacks targeting enterprise endpoints, along with 
any threats missed by the conventional security stack. Bromium, installed on 
the endpoint, uses hardwarelevel isolation to prevent malware from infecting or 
persisting on enterprise PCs. Bromium identifies and selfremediates advanced 
attacks without need for signatures, then provides ForeScout with actionable 
intelligence on the new and previously unknown attacks.

The combined solution prevents security compromises at the endpoint 
originating from the key attack vectors of web, email, and USB through micro-
virtualization of malicious threats, then remediating other devices. Cost of 
remediation and incident response is dramatically reduced and the integrated 
solution permits security teams to allow users the complete access they need to 
do their jobs with full productivity.

Forescout CounterACT leverages Bromium threat intelligence to identify and 
remediate compromised devices that are not protected by Bromium within the 
enterprise. Bromium collects real-time threat intelligence about each attempted 
attack on Bromium protected endpoints by monitoring malware execution 
within disposable micro-VMs, then identifies the entire attack kill chain, including 
hashes of malware executables, DNS lookups, and command-and-control IP 
addresses. Bromium automatically sends this threat intelligence to Forescout 
CounterACT via the Syslog Common Event Format (CEF).

About Bromium

Bromium has transformed endpoint 
security with its revolutionary 
isolation technology to defeat 
cyber attacks. Unlike antivirus or 
other detection based defenses, 
which can’t stop modern attacks, 
Bromium uses microvirtualization 
to keep users secure while 
delivering significant cost savings 
by reducing and even eliminating 
false alerts, urgent patching, and 
remediation—thus transforming 
the traditional security life cycle.
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CounterACT also uses real-time Bromium indicators of compromise and 
indicators of attack to identify malicious threats within any new devices that 
attempt to join the enterprise network. ForeScout automatically detects and 
removes all compromised devices from the network and does not permit them to 
reconnect until they are verified clean. CounterACT remediates infected devices 
based on network access control (NAC) policies. From Bromium intelligence, 
signatures get auto-created and published to CounterACT and other security 
solutions, thus enhancing overall defense-in-depth.

How the Bromium + ForeScout 
Solution Works
1. A Bromium protected endpoint discovers a new zero-day threat, safely

isolated from the host inside a micro-VM.

2. Bromium Protected Endpoints – Bromium identifies devices with malware
and collects forensic data for investigation and response, then informs
ForeScout of impacted devices and all malicious indicators.
Bromium protected devices self-remediate!

3. Non-Bromium Protected Devices – ForeScout finds additional infected
devices by matching the IOCs / IOAs identified by Bromium and stops
malware in real time.

4. ForeScout then limits access to the network for any devices that
were infected.
Malware proliferation is stopped!

5. As devices are verified remediated & clean, ForeScout allows those devices
back onto the network by policy.

BROMIUM REAL-TIME ATTACK ANALYSIS
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 for threat mitigation 

Bromium’s Solution Strengths
• Identifies the complete threat

lifecycle and kill-chain from within
protected, disposable micro-VMs

• Provides detailed forensics
and investigative tools for
indicators of attack and
indicators of compromise

• Industry-leading threat
intelligence for situational
awareness that drives breach
prevention and response

ForeScout’s Solution Strengths
• Makes the invisible visible
• Provides the comprehensive context

of devices connected to the network
• Enables policy-based, automated

controls to immediately remediate
compromised endpoints


